Implement of Face Recognition in Android Platform by Using Opencv and LBT Algorithm
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Abstract: One way of consideration for identifying the human IS recognition of face by portable tools like mobile and tablet. One challenge is low power in portable android tools for face recognition (identification), so GPU must be used in software connection central Graphic processor which has a good function, compared to present processors in today portable android tools. Binary pattern (local) is one of the methods that are used for characteristic production and the image stratification. In this study, it is suggested to use connection and local binary pattern histogram algorithm to use optimum software open CV and using hardware platform android to identify the face.
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1. Introduction

Today, recognition from face has a lot of utilities in commerce and security. The most information is gained from the face identification. To recognize the face, the entrance (input) image is identified and the exist information is also considered. The exist information in The IB (Information Bank) contains the known persons image characteristics. Face recognition has a lot of advantages in misdemeanant identification, security systems and other Issues, and so it is taken into account during the recent years. One of the technics for examining to identify the human being is to recognition of faces by portable equipment's.

Recognition is the usual action of human beings' every day job. Increasing of portable tools like computer and mobile causes more consideration to automatic processing on the images including biometric identification, recognition, human interaction and computer and multimedia management. For this reason, searches and developments have been conducting to recognize the faces. Face recognition is prior to other technics like, finger printing and iris. Besides being natural and obscure, the most important advantage of this recognition of face is that the image can be taken or covered from every distance.

Recognition has an important role in photographing, conserving a lot of volume of images in memory or web and increasing the security. One of the examining technics for human identification is face recognition with portable devices. Identification recognition from face image has developed during the recent years and is accompanied by the other devices like phone, mobile and tablet which have intelligent operator system. One the supported smart operation system is android in our age. Android is an open source system based on Linux kernel and Java programing language. Android 3rd part application use Java language and for communication with underlay they can use Java for program.
2. Face Recognition

One of the challenges of face recognition in android potables tools is low of processing ability in GPU, so the software conjecture should be used, because it has a good function. Regarding the exist processors in today android portable tools and the used connector and our kernel process in this study for processing the image in opencv is written in Java language and android compiler can know and use it.

The main applications of face recognition are in table 1. For each group, the sample applications are also listed. Our application of recognition system of individual identification recognition background is by using the portable android tools which are similar to mobile.

| Driving ID card, immigration, national code passport, the voter's registration, people recognition and finding their files. | Face ID |
| Car accessibility, ATM and intelligent booth, computer and online accessibility and accessibility of online exams. | Control access |
| Flying security system, stadium fan scanning, computer security, files coding | Surveillance |
| Conserved value security, users | Smart card |
| Suspects warning and preventing crime, prosecution and suspect files survey, recognition and exploitation of crime face | Low Enforcement |
| Faces marking and Images gaining, faces classification automatic labeling | Face data base |
| Researching based on face, video segregating based on face identification | Multimedia management |
| Interaction games, Interaction computation | Human and computer interaction |

Table 1. Main applications of face recognition.

Much software has been developed during the recent years to facilitate the processing applications, and the most famous ones are image processing tools boxes in Matlab. However, people who have experienced this tool believe that fulfillment speed of Matlabare annoyer and needs to a powerful processor. It is not an open source either.

2.1. Definition of Open CV

Machine vision is one of artificial intelligence that is searching for problem solution which human cannot do it by his/her vision and information analysis. Vision data are prepared in a machine by camera. Different information exploitation of the data and its analysis is the duty of machine vision science. The machine vision can be used everywhere that is necessary and can see instead of human. Using the camera and decision of camera can improve many of the situations that are difficult for human, including individual image (face) identification. Use the machines and camera influences in decreasing of cost faults and development of system function. The machine vision can be considered one of the middle tools of different sciences. This branch of science has a close relationship with conceptions like image processing and/ or video processing. In many cases it is difficult to distinguish the two cases, however we can call the image processing technic the machine vision science or MVS.

Open source of a vision machine it is an open source library for computer vision that has the following address:

OpenCV http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/files/opencv-android

The program is written in Java and C++C and under Linux, windows, Macintosh is applicable. It also is active for means such as Matlab, Ruby and Python.

The aim of opener designing is processing particularly for prompt affairs. It can be used with multichannel processors. One aim of open CV is preparing a base of computer vision with simple applications, so that the individuals can make relatively complex vision programs. The open CV library includes more than 500 functions about different vision subjects.

Android: simply it is an operating system for mobiles and intelligent receivers which is supported by more than 30 companies. Android is an open source and the developers can write different programs by using SDK Android.

Android programming set or SDK Android including; Android libraries, stimulator, Android documents, and sample files and trading files which help the users to create programs. Now, this SDR is implemented on system with 32 bit or 64 bit which has Linux, windows or OSX mac. The written programs for android are reserved by apk suffix. During the recent years, LBPs display increasingly interest in image processing and computer vision. As a non-parametric technic, LBP, will pluralize the local structures so that compared to Pixel, they are better. The main charter is ties of LBP are:

- Tolerance of lighting groovy changes and its simple calculations. Originally, LBP is used for analyzing of suggested contexture and a simple but strong technic for local structures definition.

It is used in applied programs such as face picture analysis, video recovery, environment modeling, vision and optical recovery, moving analysis, air image analysis, biomedical and distance assessment.

Face image analysis based on LBP is one of the most famous and successful application in recent years. It is a research topic and active in computer vision and has a lot of important application such as, interaction of human-computer, biometric recognition, security and surveillance and computer animation. LBP for image display is used in, image identification, image recognition, face situation (position) analysis, demographic classification (sex, race, age ...). The main LBP operator codes the image pixels with decimal and labels them which is called LBPs and then codes the local structure around each pixel. As it is shown in figure (1), the process is as follows:

Patch pixel is neighbored with eight, through fraction of central pixel, which can be compared with 3; the values that are strictly negative are coded zero or one for each pixel, B is used. To consider the tissue of different sizes, the next operators will be extended and use the neighborhood with different sizes.
According to previous definition, LBP base operator is fixed in front of equal transmission of fixed grizzly sizes this process shows that the pixel intensity next to local pixel can be fixed. LBP labels histogram can use as tissue and template descriptor.

The 
\[ LBP_{(P,R)}^{ii}(x,y) = \sum_{p=0}^{P-1} (i_p - i_c)2^p \]

produces different output values Which is like different & composed by pixel P, and is in the format of neighborhood. In case of image rotation, the round pixels in each neighborhood will move along with the circle and result in different value of LBP. Of course, there is an exception and that is the templates with zero and 1. To neutralize the rotation, it is suggested to use unchangeable LBP against the rotation.

Where ROR is shift or location change bit by bit

\[ LBP_{(P,R)}^{ii}(x,y) \]

is unchangeable templates occurrence statistic against the individual rotation which is similar special micro characters. However, it is shown that this operator cannot provide the segregation info necessarily. The reason the number of individual templates occurrence in \( LBP_{(P,R)}^{ii} \) is changeable.

It is proved that the special templates have more info. Compared to the others it is possible to use the subset 2P for tissue and image template. There template are called invariant ones and are shown as \( LBP_{(P,R)}^{ii} \).

A LBP is called unevenful in case of having two buses and bit to bit transmission from zero to 1 or vice versa. For example, 00000001 (bus zero) and 201110000 (bus) are unevenful, while 411001001 (bus) and 601110000 (bus) are not unevenful. It is observed that unevenful templates next to (8,1) are 90% of total templates and next to (16,2) in tissue images are 70% recently Shan and Gritti have surveyed unevenful templates validity and confirmed them. Especially, they used the face situations and Adaboost and their tests showed that by using LBP (8,2) operator 91/1% of the selected templates are unevenful. The integration of unevenful templates in a small store of LBP operator is less than 2P label. For example, the number of labels with pixel 8 neighborhood for LBP standard is 256 and for \( LBP_{(P,R)}^{ii} \) is 59.

The aim of f.o., is determine the position and size of face in digital images. Hadid et al., for the first time, used LBP to identify the face. To describe the faces with low resolution and clarification, the LBP operator (4,1) was used for overlapping small area. The SVM was used to discriminate the faces and non-faces. Next, they suggested a hybrid technic to identify unlimited areas. Their technic was studied for main area of skin in an input image to prevent total image scanning.

Then the big strategy to small strategy was used to identify to be face or not to be face in scanned areas. In big step, LBP was used, but in the second one Zhao, Zhang was used.

LBP is also used as preprocessing technic on images. For example, Heusch and others used the LBP as preprocessing step to omit brightness effects. (fig. 3)

One advantage of LBP is that it can make the prompt image face analysis systems structure very attractive. Besides, it can enforce the hardware depended on design to calculate the LBP with high speed.
Hadid et al, by using the F.O. based on LBP, could make a control system. In their system, a camera is on the door to take photos of video frames. In recent years, LBP could attracted many people and it could shows its effect on applied programs, especially face ID analysis, face ID position and demographic classification.

2.2. Finding

Today, the word "application" (App) is more usual then "software" for portable devices. The word App has the same meaning as "applied software". The android compilers output can create application with APK suffix, and android operator system can read this suffix. To use this application it should be installed in android tablet or mobile. It is used to face ID. The name of this necessary is manager open CV. If it is not installed, the application (we created) is not practicable. If it is not installed, the software will tell you that you should download this file from Google market and install it. The name of this file is Google play. Google play is a digital distribution service which contains multimedia and has an online market for music, film, book and android games and applications.

Update version of open CV manager is in the following link:

There is another way of installing the prerequisite application, which is defined in the following like:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/files/opencv-android

Figure 3. The main image (Left) is processed by LBP (Right).

Figure 4. Open CV 2.4.11 version.
2.3. **FID Process by Using Produce Application**

After implementation of this Software, we are faced to primary page which is shown in fig. (6).

![Figure 5. The overall process of implementation of face recognition application chart.](image)

In this page (plane) we are faced to: camera deploys frame, button, and the behind camera change or phone, research button, train button and images display button. The application and buttons process is discussed in the following. At first we introduce the individual's images to the software by touching the train button. We write the name of the image and then touch the record button for server times and then save the names. At the end we touch the stop button.

In this application we need more than one image for recognition. At least, we need two images to train and then by using search button, the application will start recognition. We used binary template histogram algorithm to exploit the characters. If the exploited characteristics from image are homologous with recognized face image, the name of that image will be displayed, infant the application will give us on unknown message (as shown below).

![Figure 6. The initial (primary) program page after installing the application.](image)

![Figure 7. Saving data.](image)

![Figure 8. Individuals recognition and displaying their names.](image)
It is also possible to recognize the face in little light due to using LBPH algorithm. LBPH algorithm has a good function against groovy (monotonous) light and can recognize the individual (as shown in fig. 9).

3. Conclusion

Face ID is considered for researches connected to machine vision. It is also used in commercial and security applications. The applications in clouding:

Individual’s security control, access control, criminal people recognition and interim are between human and computer. Recognition by F. ID is considered by lot of people, due to little necessary contribution of people and agreement. Today, the following device has provided a lot of possibilities for this target: intelligent phone, economical bases, application installation and open android operator system. In this study, we use the open CV as a processing kernel for F.I.D, due to hardware limitation in android portable devices and low process ability in graphic processor or GPU. This technic has an appropriate function although there is limitation in today portable devices. The aim of this study is produce an application for F. ID in android platform by using Eclipse open CV and binary template histogram algorithm. Being info fixed against the light changes, we used a tissue powerful descriptor named LBPh algorithm. LBPh descriptor (delineator) is a powerful device to display the local structures and due to its simplicity of calculation, it is used for analyzing the F.I.D.
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